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User’s manual for Gateway 3DS Traveler (Rev. 2.0) 
device by Pascelectric 

 

Gateway 3DS Traveler 2.0  is  a wifi Hotspot (access point) +TCP server + HTTP server 

allowing HTML code injection needed to launch gateway mode for Gateway 3DS card 

3.x in web browser of Nintendo’s 3DS/3DS XL console. Compatible with 3DS/3DS XL 

with system version in the range 4.0 to 9.2 included.  

 

It gives also a USB port outputting 5V/600mA max so that you can use this port to 

recharge your 3DS battery (only in emergency case for some minutes, not for a long 

time if you use 3 AAA battery pack to power or without such limits if you use a 

lithium/ion power pack that can be bought as an additional accessory. The lithium 

power pack also provides another USB 5V output with 1000mA capability so that you 

can recharge your 3DS at full capacity from deplete to full charge or use it to recharge 

Smartphone, etc). A cable is provides for 3DS charging to plug to the USB port. 
 

See url :  http://pascelectric.wordpress.com/gateway3dstraveler 
 

Provided with a 3 AAA battery pack (batteries not included) with switch ON/OFF  and 3 pins connector voltage to plug 

to the Traveler (coding voltage pin, 0V pin and +4.5V pin), and with a cable to recharge your 3DS with USB port. 
 

Think in shutting off the device after use, to save batteries (no automatic shut off has been implemented) 

 

 

I. First step : to do only one time to set-up the 3DS 
 

Complete and detailed pictures and video for the set-up of 3Ds (internet settings and webBrowser bookmark) is available 

at the url:  https://pascelectric.wordpress.com/gateway3dstraveler/ 

 

1) 3DS console settings: Allow internet connection to Hotspot SSID "Gateway3DS" (no password) 

 

First power your Gateway 3DS Traveler: switch ON the battery power pack plugged in the Traveler (and verify that Wi-Fi 

functions switch is ON within  the Traveler) 

The Wi-Fi switch of your 3DS console must be glided ON too (on the right side of the 3DS) 

 

In the HOME Menu, go to SYSTEM SETTINGS. Tap on INTERNET SETTINGS. Then touch CONNECTION SETTINGS. Tap NEW 

CONNECTION (or choose an existing one to erase it and free a slot) 

     
 

Then touch on the choice specifying that you don’t want help and then tap on SEARCH FOR ACCESS POINT. The 3DS will 

scan for existing Wifi Hotspot. They will be displayed as a list. You will find the one named “Gateway3DS” with the symbol 

of an opened key (no password required, open connection). Tap on it. 
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Then the 3DS system tells you that this Access Point will be used as a connection.  

 

You Tap OK to valid. Then the system tells you it will do a test. During the test, “Internet” must appear on the upper left 

of the upper screen since the beginning of test, and the access point must be detected after some time. But the internet 

connection will fail after some more time to wait. This is normal and must occur here; no problem, because the Traveler 

does provide a fake access to internet so the Nintendo server will not be accessible for the console when testing.  

 

Then you must choose either to restart the test (don’t do it) or canceling the test: cancel it! And go back until going back 

to the Home Menu. 

 

2) 3DS console settings: 3DS internet browser bookmark the url to access the Traveler 

 

You will now boorkmark the url needed to connect to the Traveler. 

First, disable the Wi-fi functions of the 3Ds with switching off the glide switch on the side of the 3DS. 

 

Click on “URL” and then type: 

http://192.168.4.1:8080       and confirm it. 

 

The system will tell you that Wireless communication is disabled so you can’t access the url. This is normal. Tap OK. 

 

Then touch the “Menu” button (right down corner of the bottom screen). Then click on the “Add” button, so that the last 

URL typed (the one of the Traveler) will be added to the bookmarks. It will tell you “Bookmarked this page”. 

 

Click again on “Menu” button, then on “Bookmarks”.  

A new entry has been added to the bookmark list, you can see it but with no name. Click on the tool picture on the right 

of this entry. You will see the url typed before and an empty line to be filled in with a name. Click on this empty line then 

type the name you want. I suggest “Traveler3DS” as indicacted on the sticker of the Traveler device. Then “Confirm” and 

“Confirm” again. 

 

This has been set for ever. Now you can follow the normal steps of use of the Gateway3DS. To do so, you must activate 

the Wi-fi functions of the 3DS with gliding the switch on the right side of the 3DS. 

 

II. Second  step : to do every time you want to have the Gateway 3DS exploit launched 
 

Gateway 3DS Traveler use: 

 

1) Power on battery input voltage connected to the Traveler. 

 

The Power red LED will light to indicate that the power pack is delivering voltage 

to the Traveler’s electronic. If light is off, then you can’t use your Traveler: you must 

switch ON the battery pack. 

 

2) Switch WIFI functions ON (OFF is used for full 5V USB charging output) 

 

Swith WIFI functions ON. 

WIFI Power LED will light red to indicate that Wifi functions is ON. 

 

WIFI Com LED will blink (blue or green depending on the component) each times a communication occurs within the 

wifi electronic components: when setting up wifi configuration, or when a web link is established with a station (3DS) 

sending data. 

 

First, the Battery level LED will light (green big LED) during some seconds. It will fade in and out from the maximum 

light to a minimal light and from minimal light to maximal light, producing some kind of blinking. The maximal lighting 

corresponds to the full voltage of the battery pack when new, and the minimal lighting corresponds to the current 

voltage value of the batteries. So you can visually see the usury level of the batteries.  
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The traveler “knows” the normal full voltage level of your battery pack with the DC coding pin plugged to the battery 

pack (this codind pins codes the full voltage level of the power pack and allows the Traveler to adapt to another power 

source like lithium rechargable power pack with different full charge voltage, to “know” what is the correct max level). 

 

If you can see no blinking effect (no fading) and constant lighting then your power pack is at max voltage level. The more 

you can see a difference (contrast in fading)  between max lighting and min lighting, the more your batteries are 

depleted. 

 

When you want to use the Traveler to recharge a device with the output USB port (delivering 5V, and max 600mA) then 

you should need to power off the Traveler wifi functions, since the consumption current of the Traveler will be 

subtracted to the available current delivery for USB output. So you shut off the Wi-fi functions (OFF). You can’t use the 

Traveler to launch the exploit when switch is OFF. 

 

If you use low capacity batteries to power the Traveler (with 3 AAA battery pack having a little bit worn out batteries), 

you won’t be able to have the Traveler work as a exploit launcher if you use the USB output port to recharge something 

together. If you use a high capacity power pack (like lithium pack) then you will be able to do both operations together: 

recharging some device with USB and launching the hotspot functions of the Traveler. 

 

 

3) Wait until "Ready" red LED blinks. 

 

The Ready LED will blink when the Wi-fi configuration has been correctly set up. Only when it blinks (at constant 

spedd), you can then request the url of the Traveler web server with 3DS internet browser. When Ready blinks, it is in 

awaiting mode, waiting for a 3DS to ask the connection and sending exploit web code to it as an answer. 

 

4) Click on 3DS webBrowser favorite url "Traveler3DS" to request it 

 

Please verify that your 3DS Wi-fi is activated (green light nearby the wifi switch glider of the 3DS on the right side) 

 

You request with the 3DS webBrowser the url: http://192.168.4.1:8080 

Instead of having to type this url each times, you use the bookmark link to request this url by only clicking on it. You go to 

your “bookmark” and use the bookmar entry created before named “Traveler3DS” (see previous section: 3Ds set-up one 

time). 

 

The word “Internet” must appear on the upper left corner  of the upper screen nearly immediately. 

 

5) Wait for green LED "Injection" to light and until it shuts off, then stop device 

 

When you have requested the URL to connect to the Traveler, you must be patient. It will take up to 1 minute to succeed 

in  creating  a successful connection with the Traveler. During this time, you will see that the 3DS green LED for Wi-fi will 

blink two times each times it tries to connect to the Traveler. 

 

When to connection is successful and the web code is beginning to be sent, the green LED Injection will light on (the 

same LED than for the battery level function). Then the WIFI Com LED will blink at the rhythm of data sending from the 

Traveler to the 3DS. Don’t shut off power during this step: the code is being sent and not finished yet: it begins only. 

 

The injection code will be sent completely when the Injection code green LED will be shut off. The WIFI Com Led will 

also be off. 

 

Then the Traveler Ready LED blinks again: it is ready for a new code sending injection for another 3DS or for the same 

3DS if you want to do it again for some reason (sometimes the exploit launching fails, for an unknown reason not 

depending from the Traveler, but from the gateway exploit itself).  If it fails (very rarely) then just click again on the url 

bookmark in the 3DS browser again and wait for the Injection green LED to light again. 

 

 

But if exploit launched correctly (what is the normal way), then you must think in shutting off the power pack so that 

your batteries won’t be depleted. 


